
The Steel-Line Mirage group has further cemented itself as Australia’s premier manufacturer and supplier of door 
systems for the commercial and industrial construction market with the development and launch of an enhanced 
range of steel shutters in September 2012.

For over 40 years, the company has manufactured what many in the door and shutter industry would call 
the market leading and highest quality steel shutter available. Now, after considerable research, the company 
has identified that broadening its range of steel shutter options allows applications across the commercial and 
industrial construction industry to be readily serviced.

Tony Vivarelli, the group’s recently appointed National 
Commercial Manager said “the group’s recently enhanced 
range of steel shutters means that we have a shutter that 
suits virtually any application from a car park, distribution 
centre, loading bay to a factory, shed or warehouse and one 
to suit practically any budget.  Whether it be for the highest 
level of security in say a prison to a low budget shed, 
architects, designers, engineers and builders can select 
from our one-stop shop and get the product that satisfies 
their project needs, and budget.”

The group’s range now incorporates three shutters in terms of price and quality:

Of course there’s the tried and true S100/1 and S75/1 (100 and 75mm high slat in 1mm gauge) heavy duty 
industrial shutter – the shutter which the group has manufactured, supplied and installed for several decades.  
This shutter is well known in the industry for being one of the highest quality products available, comprising 
galvabond or double-sided powder coat slat finish, superior cast iron wind locking system and heavy duty 
drum, guide and bracket components optionally motorised with top class Grifco operators by Chamberlain.  It 
is consistently specified and requested by leading architects, building contractors, resellers and end customers 
around the country.

Both the S100 and S75 are also available in a lighter gauge slat (0.8mm) for applications which may not require 
the same level of strength as the 1.0mm slat gauge, often the case for smaller openings.

The third steel shutter in the range and the most significant advancement in cost reduction is the group’s 
introduction of a budget steel shutter for openings up to 6 x 6 metres.  To reduce costs, the new S115 shutter 
incorporates a 115mm high slat in 0.6mm or 0.8mm gauge with notched slat ends secured inside rolled wind 
lock steel guides as standard.  Cost savings have also been achieved by differences in the drum, bracket and 
motorisation features of the product. 

Mr Vivarelli stated that “we have made cost savings in a number of areas with this shutter without significantly 
reducing product quality and integrity.  The S115 on the whole is an ideal alternative for customers requiring a 
shutter of sound quality comprising good features for a budget price”.

Steel-Line Mirage has company owned branches and resellers in every state and territory.

Details on Steel-Line Mirage, branch locations and its complete range of doors, shutters and operators can be 
found at www.steel-line.com.au

Contact Tony Vivarelli on 03 9568 2700 or tony.vivarelli@miragedoors.com.au
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